CAS E ST U DY

Boundless Prospecting—Proactively
Find Groups For Your Space

Knowland gives us the ability to prospect for groups well beyond my local area,
many of which I would not have even prospected otherwise, nor would they
have found us—but are a great fit—and happy to hear from us.
–LO RRAIN E H OU G H TON , SA L ES M AN A G E R
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Lorraine knew she needed a better way to identify and reach new business

The
Strategy

prospects. She learned about Knowland from a hotel colleague as the leading
group data solution to pursue a proactive group sales strategy and expand her
prospecting net. With Knowland onboarded, Lorraine could focus on events taking
place in similar markets, like Nashville and Cincinnati, which she knew would be a
good fit for her Conference Center based on their past behavior.
As Lorraine put it, “I had not heard of some of these groups sourced in Knowland,
but I felt confident calling them because I could see from their actual history, they
would consider booking with us.” She was right; most of them were glad to hear
from her and willing to add the center in their consideration set and many were
open to site visits. To build her pipeline, she has created an auto-emailed Knowland
report that alerts her on recent events and puts new groups on her radar.

The
Results

“Knowland has made my job much easier in two important ways, because right from
my office I know where to hunt beyond Louisville and, just as importantly, I know
what to say to them once I engage, based on their history,” says Lorraine. In the first
year of subscription our ROI was 150%, now in our second year, revenue from
Knowland sources is up over 300% so far. Lorraine said it best, “Knowland has made
everyone at the center look great.”
For 2019, they are well ahead of pace in terms of revenue. Recently she reached
out to an account she found in Knowland that she strongly believed was a fit. She
kept reaching out every few weeks, always trying something new – a technique she
picked up on a Knowland customer training webcast. And eventually, after a site
visit from the Account, the center is now a “preferred vendor” for the Account for all
events in the east end of Louisville, where they are located. She says the Knowland
Account history was crucial in helping her win the important account, which will
serve them well into the future. Now, that’s the Knowland Advantage!
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